Your next Machine Learning partner
What is Tryolabs?

Tryolabs is a boutique software development shop specialized in Internet and mobile products with **Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing** technologies.

- **Experts** in Python, javascript and related technologies.
- **Our clients are** Silicon Valley and New York City funded startups and companies building innovative Internet products.
- **Since 2010** we served 90+ clients from different industries.
- **We are a team** of 35+ developers, engineers, mad scientists & cool people.
- Keeping up with the community by speaking in **conferences**, regular **blogging** & open source projects.
- With a commercial office in **San Francisco** and development headquarters in **Montevideo**, Uruguay.

www.tryolabs.com
What We Do

MACHINE LEARNING AND AI TECHNOLOGIES

We specialize in backend-focused projects, using complex Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing technologies to develop heavy data driven applications. We use cutting edge techniques to get relevant information from large amounts of data.

FULLSTACK DEVELOPMENT

The precise combination of heavy problem solving with elegant visualization. From prototype to deployment. We use Python and Node powered backends together with React and Angular frameworks to craft scalable and unique applications.
Tryolabs tech powered clients

1. **Quicksprout**
   - Online Marketing
   - San Francisco

2. **Lively**
   - IoT - Mobile Health
   - San Francisco - $7.2M funding

3. **LevelUp**
   - Payments - Food
   - Boston - $67M funding

4. **Plum Analytics**
   - Education Software
   - Philadelphia - Acquired by EBSCO

5. **Meltwater**
   - Marketing - Media
   - San Francisco - $60M funding

6. **greatcall**
   - Health Tech
   - San Francisco - $75M funding

7. **3b Networks**
   - Enterprise Software - Networks Communications
   - Washington D.C. - Acquired by SES

8. **Summit ESP**
   - Energy - Oil
   - Oklahoma - Acquired by Halliburton

www.tryolabs.com
Testimonials

“Tryolabs has been a great partner for Lively. We relied on Tryolabs exclusively to build out our web stack, mobile device APIs, and a complex, data analysis oriented backend for wireless sensor networks, all of which were completed with high quality, along expected timelines, and with clear visibility into ongoing status. We expect Tryolabs to be a significant part of our ongoing engineering effort, and I would absolutely recommend them to others.”

Keith Dutton
CTO and Co-Founder, Lively

“Tryolabs has been a key piece in optimizing and extending our category trees at a much higher pace than that we could achieve with our former tools and teams. Through the mastering and customization of state-of-the-art Machine Learning technics, we have been able to increase item “findability” and conversion rates. We are so glad to have them collaborating with us in the quest for the best e-commerce solution, I would absolutely recommend them.”

Diego Cabrera
Senior Manager, MercadoLibre

“Tryolabs’ team was not only able to rapidly adapt to our own set of processes and culture, but to quickly grasp telecommunications concepts that were previously unknown to them. They were responsible for the software layer of an important part of our solution, by implementing agile methodologies, great technical skills, daily communication with our team and even on-site visits to our offices. Currently we are relying on Tryolabs as a technology partner, foreseeing a bright future developing new features and products.”

Andre Christian
VP Network Strategy & IT, O3b Networks
Our Team

Martin Alcala Rubi  
CEO, Co-Founder

Ernesto Rodriguez  
COO, Co-Founder

Alan Descoins  
CTO

Alejandro Martinez  
Operations Manager

Martin Fagioli  
Business Development Manager
Culture & Offices

Working together since 2010, we share the passion for startups, technology, music & dinosaurs.
Hire Us

Let’s talk. We are your next technology partner.

- hello@tryolabs.com
- github.com/tryolabs

SAN FRANCISCO
156 2nd Street,
San Francisco, California.

MONTEVIDEO
Rambla Gandhi 655/701
Montevideo, Uruguay
(598) 2716 8997